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specimens in both metals of the square issue of 987. A long gap separates this from the ilaM issues, which do not appear to have started till the forty-second year*
The mint was very active under Jahangir. Heavy rupees of the Kalima type were struck from 1014 to 1018, and these were followed by the usual ilaM issues. In Jahangir's last year—1037—Patna struck silver coins in the name of Niir Jahan. Mr. Nelson Wright has a Patna rupee bearing the sL> jjuf^^ couplet. Cp. Coins Nos. 892 and 1071.
The succession of type of the silver issues of Shah Jahan is sufficiently shown in this Collection. The 'square areas' type begins in the fifth year. Gold mohars of Jahangir and Shah Jahan are known,
Aurangzeb's rupees commence with the c MuMu-d-din' type, with mint-name at the top of the reverse side. This is followed by the ordinary couplet type, the earliest specimen here being of the tenth year, and the latest is dated 1115, 48 E. Prinde 'Azjmu-sh-shan, grandson of Aurangzeb, was governor of Bihar in a.d. 1703, and after him Patna was re-named 'Azlmabad, The change is reflected in the coinage from the fiftieth year of Aurangzeb, and Patna is henceforth known on the currency, with the exception of the rupees of Rafi'u-d-darjat3 solely by its new name. The Patna mohar of Farrakhsiyar in the British Museum—B. M. Cat., No. 895—is really of Sahrind mint.
Aurangzeb gold coins of both Patna and 'Azimabad are known, •while an fAzimabad copper coin of this emperor has been published. Copper coins of Patna mint are extremely rare, but are known of Akbar and Shah Jahan,
There is a silver msdr of Shah Jahan from the Patna mint, and a legal drachm of Aurangzeb's twenty-fourth year was in the Bleazby Collection.
The first issue of Shah 'Alam I from 'Azimabad was a rupee bearing his pre-accession name of Mu'azzam with a similar couplet to that on Coin No. 2091, and the reverse legend of Aurangzeb's 'Azlmabad rupees with its characteristic arrangement—see N. S. XV. This was succeeded by rupees of the normal type as regards their obverse inscriptions, but bearing the reverse legend of No. 2062, a peculiarity shared by some other mints, e*g, Akbarnagar, Chlnapatan, 'Alamgirpur, and Kanmabad.
No coins of Jahandar are known. In Farrukfesiyar's third year, the mint-name is moved from the last line to the top of the reverse inscription, and is associated with an epithet Mustciqirru-l-mulk, which remains in use till the end of the reign.
*AzMabad rupees of all the remaining emperors except Rafi'u»d-

